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Cooler Master RR-600LBU1-GP Hyper Z600R
Heatpipe CPU Cooler for
AM2, K8 & Intel LGA775

$49.99
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Short Description
The Cooler Master Hyper Z600R is an excellent passive cooler for those looking to make their PC silent. The 6
copper heatpipes efficiently wick heat away from your CPU out to the highly optimized "X" fins. If you're not
looking to silence your computer and simply looking for all out performance the Z600R has you covered as
well, simply strap on a 120mm fan and you have instant performance. Are you highly overclocking or looking
for maximum performance? Again not to worry, the Z600R allows you to strap on two 120mm fans for
unparalleled performance, plus the "X" shaped fin design allows for the maximum airflow over the fins!

Description
The Cooler Master Hyper Z600R is an excellent passive cooler for those looking to make their PC silent. The 6
copper heatpipes efficiently wick heat away from your CPU out to the highly optimized "X" fins. If you're not
looking to silence your computer and simply looking for all out performance the Z600R has you covered as
well, simply strap on a 120mm fan and you have instant performance. Are you highly overclocking or looking
for maximum performance? Again not to worry, the Z600R allows you to strap on two 120mm fans for
unparalleled performance, plus the "X" shaped fin design allows for the maximum airflow over the fins!

Features
The interlaced ﬁns maximizes the dissipation surface to provide superior cooling performance
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Unique X design creates lower back pressure to make air pass through heatsink quickly and guide more air pass through
the heatsink
Mirror-coated copper base and 6 heat pipes ensure 100% contact with the processor to maximize the heat conduction. It
could draw heat from CPU to the heat pipes immediately.
Optimum ﬁn space allows air pass through heatsink quickly
Works great in passive and active mode (just add fan(s))

Specifications

Brand

Cooler Master

Model

Cooler Master RR-600-LBU1-GP Hyper Z600R

AMD Athlon 64 (K8) Socket 754/939/940
AMD Athlon 64 (AM2) Socket 940
Compatibility

Intel Core 2 Duo LGA775 Socket T

Overall Dimensions

127.28 x 127.28 x 160 mm

Weight

1045g

Material

Copper base with 6 heatpipes and Aluminum ﬁns

Package Contents

Heatsink, all mounting hardware, fan mounts (fans are not included), thermal compound, instructions

Additional Information
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Brand

Cooler Master

SKU

RR-600-LBU1-GP

Weight

6.0000

Material

Copper/Aluminum

Fan Dimensions

120mm
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